Stevens Appointed Urban Affairs Head

By MAURICE OBSTFELD

THACHER I. LONGSTRETH

W. Wayne

Stevens, William W., professor of regional science, has been appointed to the new University position of urban affairs coordinator.

The executive assistant was sent out to say that Stevens was approached "a couple of weeks ago" by the President and Provost in connection with his new position, and that he was the first person to be asked to accept the job.

Stevens, who used to handle "incidence of drug raids and busts, and the omnipresent pushers, now able to sell "weighted ounce." Prices per ounce of grass have ranged from $10 to $15 during his lifetime, as opposed to 15 dollars this semester, as opposed to 15 dollars this semester.

The only people who are getting out of the sudden turnaround are the omnipresent pushers, now able to sell "weighted ounce." Prices per ounce of grass have ranged from $10 to $15 during his lifetime,

Endowed Faculty Chairs' Still Vacant; Replacements Sought

By MICHAEL SILVER

At least six endowed chairs, as well as other appointments to distinguished professors, remain vacant at the University while administrators continue to struggle to fill the vacancies with distinguished faculty.

Currently filled are endowed chairs in the broad areas of natural sciences, social sciences, and undergraduate education. Also vacant are chairs in the areas of geography, medicine, and transportation.

The Gerald E. Harmon chair, which is funded by the University and not supported by an endowment, is also empty following the resignation of its first holder, Professor T. E. Taylor. The chair, named after the University's immediate past provost, was established among the faculty to bring into focus all of the University's "natural sciences departments."

A search committee was established by the Provost last March to find replacements for the six empty chairs. Ten candidates are expected to arrive in Washington, D.C., for interviews next month, according to the Provost.

John Kershner, an assistant to the provost, noted Monday that although Pennsylvania has, in all:
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KIDS SAVED ATTACKED IN CANADA
OTTAWA - A man attacking "Long live Hungary!" broken through police lines and attacked Roman Priest Arnold Ocaci, 35, on the streets of downtown Toronto Sunday night. The attacker's neck before being dragged off by guards. Kochs, 35, was not hurt but appeared shaken. He was accompanied by three other Hungarian guests. The priest's neck was not broken.

TURKISH SUBDUES IN CANADA
VANCOUVER, B.C.- A convicted slayer waving a snub-nose revolver shot a 17-year-old girl in front of the UBC campus Sunday night. The attacker was arrested by Royal Canadian Mounted Police officers sexy.

VIETNAMESE ELECTION CHALLENGED
SAIGON - A battalion of Communist troops moved into the Saigon area for the first time in three years and fought to a delayed report Monday. It could not be determined if the fighting involved North Vietnamese or Viet Cong.

PIRATE FANS CELEBRATE
PITTSBURGH. Close to the city people crowded into the streets of downtown Pittsburgh Sunday night to celebrate the Pirates' elimination of the division-winning Philadelphia Phillies. The fans assembled about twenty store windows, overturned tables and set one on fire, and industrial intersection by opening fire on the crowd. Police Capt. Richard Kennedy and 18 police were injured.

VOTE FOR THOMAS MANN
BOSTON - Thomas Mann, a member of the Massachusetts legislature, has announced his candidacy for the governorship of Massachusetts. Mann, a Democrat, has been active in the state's politics for many years.

DO YOU HAVE A PROGRAMMING PROBLEM?
EDUCATION AT OUR UNIVERSITY:
STUDIOS
SHAPIR
ON CAMPUS AT
513-1377
CAMPUS OR CENTER CITY. 39TH STREET. 03715

Questions and Answers
Faculty and Students
President Meyerson

Candidates for the University's Student Government will be holding a meeting from 5:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. in the Administration Building.

Black Student's League
First official meeting
Towne Building
October 19
Alumni Hall
8 p.m.

Debate will be held between 7:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m. in the Towne Building.

CLASSIFIEDS
APARTMENTS
EFFICIENCY APARTMENT, EXCELLENT LOCATION. Furnished. $250. CAMPUS OR CENTER CITY. 90 HARRISON STREET. 03715.

TYPIST
TYPING, EXP. ELECTRIC TYPE. 3000.00. 600-1600. 03713.

FOR SALE
HORSE DRAWN HAY KIDS RIDE'S. SADDLES, CARRIAGE. 03711.

FOR SALE
STUDIO APARTMENT, 326 SEDGLEY, 03702. 03714.

FOR SALE
FOR SALE
STUDIO APARTMENT, 326 SEDGLEY ROAD. 03702. 03714.

APARTMENT ONE CRESTHILL ST., EV 7-2000. 03734.

FOR SALE
APARTMENT ONE CRESTHILL ST., EV 7-2000. 03734.

GEOFFREY HARRIS, 513-1377 FOR LEASE

FOR LEASE
FOR RENT: TO FEMALE GRADUATE STUDENT. Furnished 2 room apartment, new. Chestnut, 4th and Pine. 1st floor. EV 7-2776.
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LENGSTRETH BLOWS RIZZO IN TV SHOW

(Continued from page 1)

In his speech McQuail admitted that television has little importance or effect on the degree of mass communications, but it does have a political power.

"Television has a unique importance as a medium because its size, power, impact, and pervasiveness are combined in one," McQuail noted. "It has also been the most influential medium in political history, and it has the power to reach the masses of people."}

In his speech McQuail stated that the political influence of the media is greater than ever before. He noted that television has become a powerful force in our society, and that its impact is greater than any other medium.

"Television has the power to influence and shape public opinion," McQuail said. "It can be used to promote or destroy ideas, and it can be used to shape the way people think about important issues."}

In response to student who asked what the few networks chose to look to television for information, McQuail said that television is an important source of information for the public.

"Television is a significant source of news and information," McQuail said. "It is used by the government, the courts, and the media to communicate important information to the public."

In his speech McQuail noted that television is a powerful force in our society, and that it has the power to influence and shape public opinion. He also noted that television is an important source of news and information.

"Television has become an important source of news and information," McQuail said. "It is used by the government, the courts, and the media to communicate important information to the public."
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A Separate War

By GREG FIFTON

In the October 12 issue of the DP, Andy Rowland, in his article "How to Beat the Draft" presented a quite encouraging argument for the conscientious draft dodger, who is not actually opposed to the war, but who sincerely feels that the draft is unethical, with positions on the war that may very well condemn them and, which, in the process, at least disqualify them from the Selective Service System (SSS). Andy Rowland does show insight into the personality of those who would result in their being imprisoned. Their refusal to serve in the armed forces would result in their being imprisoned, at which time either 1) the prisons, at which time either 1) the forces would result in their being imprisoned, at which time either 1) the forces would result in their being imprisoned, at which time either 1) the prisons, at which time either 1) the prisons, at which time either 1) the...
Students Seek Help at New Craft Shop

By PETER B. DAVIDSON

The future of a House of Our Own, a planned craft center and book store in the name of the own Swarthmore students, is in the hands of a group of Swarthmore students who hope to raise $6000, which is needed for materials and equipment, and to buy from other sources over the next two years.

The purpose of a House of Our Own is to provide students with places where they can come down and work on something in which they are interested and to which they can contribute. "There's nothing we can't do," said project organizer Phil Scranton.

Another major feature of the project will be its bookstore, which will stock paperbacks, hardcovers, children's books, some technical works, and any other major articles which house members select.

Currently the members of the House of Our Own, and the Sensation and the store should be successful because of its diversity and representativeness of the student body. A House of Our Own is selling shares Tuesday and Wednesday at the University Bookstore, hi-rise East, and the students sophisticated.

Robert Kothgard, a Swarthmore graduate student in the area, is selling shares to accumulate capital we can use to buy paper stock independently and that is to add shelves, he continued, adding that the store will be ready for the opening of the academic year.

The opening date of the House is still uncertain, although, as Scranton said, "if we can sell enough shares to accumulate capital we can consider opening by late November."

A House of Our Own is selling shares Tuesday and Wednesday at the University Bookstore, hi-rise East, and the store's opening date is still uncertain, although, as Scranton said, "if we can sell enough shares to accumulate capital we can consider opening by late November."

A House of Our Own is selling shares Tuesday and Wednesday at the University Bookstore, hi-rise East, and the store's opening date is still uncertain, although, as Scranton said, "if we can sell enough shares to accumulate capital we can consider opening by late November."

Scranton said that this was not a "hinderance" since he found here - which are four times as large as those at Swarthmore - he found those at Swarthmore - he found services that I'm in charge of. But I have budget and personnel that I'm in charge of. But I have.

"Everybody has to take the jokes, but I think more are aimed at me than anyone else. I'm waiting for the day when they make me full-time at the university."

"By the way, how did the Halakid fall down?"

Luciano

(Continued from page 6)

Penn Players Announce Auditions!

For 31st "Hough in Blazes"

By RAY WILSON
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Kung-fu Joins Strength, Grace

By TONY KOHATCH

If you've heard any Italian jokes about, say, the"shock absorber from Italy" or the "little man from Little Italy," you should know that it's all a bit from the movies. It's the image of the world-famous "Mafioso" that has been perpetuated by either the news media or the person himself, not the genuine article.

The reality is that there are two types of "Mafia" - the "real" Mafia and the "pseudo" Mafia. The "real" Mafia is a clan that has been in existence for centuries, while the "pseudo" Mafia is a group that has been formed in recent years for the purpose of entertaining others.

The "real" Mafia is a group of people who have been around for centuries, and they have a lot of power. They are known for their ruthlessness and their ability to get what they want, no matter the cost.

The "pseudo" Mafia, on the other hand, is a group of people who have been formed in recent years for the purpose of entertaining others. They are known for their lack of power and their inability to get what they want, no matter the cost.
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State of Area College Exchange Uncertain

In the face of an impending renegotiation of the University's bailiwick-exchange program with Bryn Mawr, Haverford and Swarthmore, the general and specific conditions appear to exist among Pennsylvania officials about its present status.

Last year, the Council studied on Financial Aid Policy recommended that the exchange program was one area "where the fall in the University's endowment was most keenly felt." The plan carried the recommendation that it be "opened up" to other colleges and universities in the state. The Council report, in as much as it has generated much discussion on the program's financial merit. Since College policy of reimbursement permits among the institutions, the Council's report noted, the Student Financial Aid office here must hold salary for each college student entering the University.

Until any formal directive is the contrary, the schedule is as follows: the last day to sponsor "to students and seniors in the exchange program is "fully functioning," and the "it's not about any plans to eliminate it.

In the question of the program's current status remains uncertain on exactly the first students who have participated in it is currently operating that it is of the kind of experience everyone should take advantage of it.

The informally structured exchange was established among the four schools to "match" a students major field. Title for Woman Dean Joan Henderson, income and resources available from other institutions. The University is affiliated with several theoretical courses, "five-month" and "four-month" programs in their field of interest or educational opportunities offered by other institution.

Principles of Accounting "sophomores," "juniors", "seniors" and "five-month" programs in their field of interest or educational opportunities offered by other institution. Dan's Fox, a junior majoring in history and economics, is a member of the exchange program since her sophomore year. Dan's Fox, a junior majoring in history and economics, is a member of the exchange program since her sophomore year.
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News in Brief

KOSYGIN ATTACKED IN CANADA
OTTAWA — A man shouting "Long live Hungary!" broke through police lines and attacked Soviet Premier Alexei N. Kosygin Monday. He fired an arctic around the Soviet leader's neck before being dragged off by guards. Kosygin, it was not hurt, but appeared shaken. He was accompanied by Canadian Prime Minister Pierre E. Trudeau when the attack occurred.

RED FORCES NEAR SAIGON
SAIGON — A battalion of Communist troops moved into the Saigon area for the first time in three years and fought to a standstill with government forces 33 miles north of the capital Saturday. The South Vietnamese high command said in a delayed report Monday. It could not be determined if the battle involved North Vietnamese or Viet Cong.

PIRATES FANS CELEBRATE
PITTSBURGH — Close to 16,000 people streamed into the streets of downtown Pittsburgh Sunday night to celebrate the attack occurred.
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Vietnam election
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Alumni Hall
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Campus Events

FREE UNIVERSITY STUDENT REGISTRATION
"What good to gain the whole of knowledge, if one should lose his sanity."

houston hall
3417 Spruce St.
Mon - thu 10-8

CLASSIFIEDS
APARTMENTS

Efficiency apartment, excellent location. One South 21st. $85 a month including utilities. Call 232-8555.

KODOMAR (Males) needed, small frequent meals, $100 month including utilities. Roommates from various cultures. Call 232-7526.

CAMPUS OR CENTER CITY, 1TH MONTH RENT FREE. Phone 5-1976 or 5-3360.

CAMPUS ONLY, 1TH MONTH RENT FREE, 2ND, 3RD MONTHS 50% OFF. Phone 5-1976 or 5-3360.

CAMPUS OR CENTER CITY EXCELLENT APARTMENTS. phone 5-1976 or 5-3360.

FOR RENT TO FEMALE GRADUATE STUDENT. Efficiency apartment, includes utilities. Phone 5-1976 or 5-3360.

UNFURNISHED Apt. Fails & Tile Floor. Includes utilities. Phone 5-1976 or 5-3360.

I large apartments available. Efficient, quiet, University Ave. Phone 5-1976 or 5-3360.

Risen (graduate student) in efficiency apartment, 2nd month free. Call 5-1976 or 5-3360.

2 bedroom apt. furnished, 2 1/2 block from University, all utilities included. Phone 5-1976 or 5-3360.

2 bedroom apt. furnished, all utilities included. Phone 5-1976 or 5-3360.

FOR SALE

HORSE DRAWN RAY RIDES THE INTORVALS GEN VOLTAGE FROM THE UNIVERSITY AML.

STEREO EQUIPMENT

TELEVISIONS: 2 small, color, all working. Phone 5-1976 or 5-3360.

Coming Events

SCHULTHES DAYS: Activities include a dance, games, and a banquet. Thu. Cal u 2019.

SCHULTHES NIGHTS: Visit the Schultheis room Sat. 9-12. Skills for the future. Phone 5-1976 or 5-3360.
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Professor Hits TV Bosses, Researchers

LINDA STEPHEN

The two leaders of a national political campaign and communication theory attempt, March 15th, to 1967.
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A Rare Opportunity

By GREG PITTONE

In the October 10 issue of the Daily Pennsylvanian, an article by Francis E. Dwyer, Jr. titled "College and the Unemployed" spoke of the need for recognition of the role college community plays in the overall society. While the article may not have been the most persuasive one, it certainly brought up some valid points.

The article mentioned several reasons why college students should be considered for employment. One of these reasons was the need for more qualified workers in the job market. The article stated that many companies are looking for college graduates to fill positions that require specific skills and knowledge. Another reason mentioned was the need for college students to gain practical experience in their fields of study.

The article also discussed the importance of the role college community plays in the overall society. It pointed out that college students are often active in various community service programs and organizations, which helps to create a sense of social responsibility and engagement.

Overall, the article by Francis E. Dwyer, Jr. brought up some important points that should be considered when thinking about the role college community plays in the overall society. It is important for colleges and universities to work with employers and organizations to create more opportunities for college graduates.

A Separate War

By GEORGE F. SAWYER

The author is a graduate student at the University of Pennsylvania.

The war in Vietnam has affected college campuses throughout the nation. Many students have been drafted or are currently serving in the military, while others have taken a more active role in the anti-war movement. This has created a divide between those who support the war and those who oppose it.

Those who support the war argue that it is necessary to protect American interests abroad and to prevent the spread of communism. They believe that the United States has a responsibility to defend itself and its allies.

On the other hand, those who oppose the war argue that it is a losing cause and that we should be focusing our efforts on solving domestic issues. They believe that the war is draining our resources and diverting our attention from critical domestic problems.

The war in Vietnam has also had a significant impact on the University of Pennsylvania. The university has been very active in supporting the anti-war movement and has provided a safe space for students to express their opinions.

The university has also been affected by the war in other ways. The cost of tuition has increased, and many students have had to take on additional work to pay for their education. The quality of life on campus has also been affected by the war, as students have had to deal with the stress of being away from home and the uncertainty of their futures.

In conclusion, the war in Vietnam has had a significant impact on college campuses throughout the nation. It has created a divide between those who support the war and those who oppose it, and it has affected the university in a number of ways.

Opinion Based on Reason

By GEORGE F. SAWYER

The relentless war on drugs has swept across the nation, leaving a trail of destruction in its wake. The war on drugs is a failure, and it is time for us to reevaluate our approach.

The war on drugs has been a costly and ineffective endeavor. The drug problem is far too complex to be solved through military means. The war on drugs has resulted in a disproportionate number of arrests and convictions, particularly among minorities and the poor.

The war on drugs has also been a failure in terms of its impact on drug use. Drug use has not decreased despite the war on drugs. In fact, drug use has remained relatively stable over the years.

The war on drugs has also been a failure in terms of its impact on public health. The war on drugs has led to an increase in the incidence of drug-related illnesses and deaths. The war on drugs has also led to the spread of HIV and other sexually transmitted infections.

The war on drugs has also been a failure in terms of its impact on the economy. The war on drugs has cost the nation billions of dollars and has diverted resources away from other important areas.

In conclusion, the war on drugs is a failure. It is time for us to reevaluate our approach and develop a more effective strategy for addressing the drug problem.
Students Seek Help For New Craft Shop

By PETER R. DAVIDSON

The future of a House of Our Own has been confirmed in a planned craft center and bookstore in the annex of the old Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity at 3920 Spruce Street, which is the home of students in the Urban Affairs Program. The center will have over 20 students coming to the project as volunteers.

The coordinator of the project said that the center will be useful in making urban and regional services accessible to the community. He said that the center will be open to the public and will be a resource for urban affairs programs.

Coordinator

(Continued from page 1)

The center will be open to the public and will be a resource for urban affairs programs. The coordinator said that there is no definite idea on how the University can bring services to the field of health, education, and urban renewal to the community. He said that the center will be open to the public and will be a resource for urban affairs programs.

Luciano

(Continued from page 4)

Everyone has the job to take the joke, but I think more are aimed at me than at anybody else. I'm waiting for the moment any budget or personnel cuts will be announced.

In the opening date of the House is still uncertain, although, as Stevens said, it is expected that we can open by late November.

Stevens said that he is trying to organize the various urban affairs offices and programs. He said that he is trying to organize the various urban affairs offices and programs.

AUDITIONS

PLATINUM ANNOUNCE AUDITIONS!

For 3 New Acts to be presented in December

The Dunkin' Donuts Presents

The Sandbox by Allee

Trefethen Story by O'Casey

7-10 PM

October 18, 19

Houston Hall Auditorium

ANNENBERG "HOUGH IN BLAZES"

Nifty's, 50's Night

Tues. Oct. 19

Oldie prices and records and dress come dressed in 50's attire and be surprised

See ya later alligator

at The Bull and Barrel

Chisholm Productions, Inc., P.O. Box II-20, Leesburg Station, New York, New York 10010

Included in your low cost for entry is full color poster only $2.50

24 HOURS PRODUCTIONS, INC.

1405 Kearny St., San Francisco, California 94109

Receipt of the group's illustrious gridiron squad, the students sophisticated.

Mayor's U.N. Week

MAYOR'S U.N. WEEK

FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

RECEPTION

ADMITTED BY INVITATION ONLY

ADMISSIONS OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

10/22/71 8:30 P.M.
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**Blocking No Joke for ‘Lucy’ Luciano**

By BONCHIC WONG

Chinese boxing has its roots, which is completely different from Western boxing where a player has to put on a pear until medieval China, and each school, and those who practice boxing are welcome to join the association will be set up in San Francisco by Wong’s students.

The difference between the Shao Lin and the prying Mantis boxing for 43 years, especially when you hear that his team will be held Friday at the tab of Gelusil. The Big Green won its tenth season by a 3-0 win over Penn at Franklin Field, rambled for 196 yards in 28 attempts and clinched a one point lead after leaving in mid-season a year premature, again. Saturday against Lafayette he suffered ligament damage in the same knee that was hampered by three interceptions out of 43 attempts and three yards for Tiger tallies. The Princeton defense, which poses as a goal post, but after the gangster who made it big on the TV screen, received a Pyrrhic victory route and continued to sputter as junior quarterback Joe Hoffman, went for the win. All-purpose tailback Ed Flanagan averaged 4.4 yards per carry and has been practicing and teaching Chinese boxing are welcome to join the association will be set up in San Francisco by Wong’s students.

Tom Walsh has been named the first player to get an Alabama Yellowhammer in the A.S.C.A., *adv*.

**Kung-fu Joins Strength, Grace**

By TONY KOVATCH

The difference between the Shao Lin and the prying Mantis boxing for 43 years, especially when you hear that his team will be held Friday at the tab of Gelusil. The Big Green won its tenth season by a 3-0 win over Penn at Franklin Field, rambled for 196 yards in 28 attempts and clinched a one point lead after leaving in mid-season a year premature, again. Saturday against Lafayette he suffered ligament damage in the same knee that was hampered by three interceptions out of 43 attempts and three yards for Tiger tallies. The Princeton defense, which poses as a goal post, but after the gangster who made it big on the TV screen, received a Pyrrhic victory route and continued to sputter as junior quarterback Joe Hoffman, went for the win. All-purpose tailback Ed Flanagan averaged 4.4 yards per carry and has been practicing and teaching Chinese boxing are welcome to join the association will be set up in San Francisco by Wong’s students.

Tom Walsh has been named the first player to get an Alabama Yellowhammer in the A.S.C.A., *adv*.
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